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EDUCATION

BÁRA KŘENEK SOBOTKOVÁ
bara.sobotkova@dzs.cz
SENIOR CONSULTANT FOR EDUCATION
- Erasmus+ Centralised Actions:
  - European Universities
  - Erasmus Mundus
  - Erasmus+ Teacher Academies
  - Sport
  - International Cooperation

LUCIE MÜNCHOVÁ
lucie.munchova@dzs.cz
CONSULTANT FOR EDUCATION
- Erasmus+ Centralised Actions:
  - Jean Monnet
  - Virtual Exchanges (KA1)
  - Partnerships for Innovation
  - Centres of Vocational Excellence
  - Capacity Building VET
  - Digitalisation

TEREZA SVOBODOVÁ
teresa.svobodova@dzs.cz
CONSULTANT FOR EDUCATION
- Erasmus+ Centralised actions:
  - Capacity Building Youth, Capacity Building HE
  - European Youth Together
  - European Solidarity Corps Centralised Actions:
    - Volunteering in High Priority Areas
    - Volunteering in Humanitarian Aid Strand
  - Inclusion, Diversity and Environmental Sustainability

RESEARCH

DENISA FANČOVÁ
denisa.fancova@dzs.cz
SENIOR CONSULTANT FOR RESEARCH
- European Research Policy
- ERC, MSCA
- Research Infrastructures
- Security Research
- Widening and Spreading Excellence
- Synergies
- Horizon Europe Implementation

MICHAELA HNÍZDILOVÁ
michaela.hnizdilova@dzs.cz
CONSULTANT FOR RESEARCH
- Social Sciences and Humanities, Culture and Creativity
- Innovation
- Industry
- Digital
- Space

DAVID CHVÁLA
david.chvala@dzs.cz
CONSULTANT FOR RESEARCH
- Health
- Environment and Climate
- Food and Agriculture
- Mobility and Transport
- Energy
- Horizon Europe Missions

CONTACT
- czelo@dzs.cz
- www.czelo.cz
- Rue Montoyer 23, Brussels

SOCIAL MEDIA
- @czelobrussels
- Czech Liaison Office for Education and Research
- CZELO Brussels
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